From the Executive Director:

"You're not worried about finding a job next year when you graduate?"
"No, not at all...With defense, there are always jobs. I'm always going to be employable."

As we navigate the return to work from a global pandemic, Faith Leonard’s confidence in her future reaffirms, simply and powerfully, why our workforce development efforts are so valuable and important. We are building a talent pipeline to ensure that Faith and others have the skills they need to be successful, and our businesses have the workforce they need to thrive and grow.

An Ocean Engineering major at the University of Rhode Island and a former SENEDIA intern, Faith was featured in a recent story on the Rhode Island PBS show, PBS Weekly. If you haven’t yet seen the piece, I encourage you to watch it and share it widely with your networks. Reporter Michelle San Miguel did an exceptional job of telling the big-picture story of the strength of our national defense, while also illustrating the local impact and importance. Southeastern New England is the hub for submarine shipbuilding and undersea technology – the Silicon Valley of the industry, as PBS points out – with $4.3 billion in annual economic impact in Rhode Island alone.

Please read below for other items of interest to SENEDIA member companies and the regional defense cluster.

Best,
Molly Donohue Magee

SENEDIA Staff

Our dedicated staff is always available to help our member companies. Reach out to them for any assistance you need.

Tim Fox (Deputy Executive Director)

Tim is responsible for the daily operations of the Next Generation Submarine Shipbuilding Supply Chain Partnership, as well as development of new programming opportunities for the alliance. If you are interested in learning more about the Next Generation Submarine Shipbuilding Partnership, including incumbent worker training, business
development, and talent search support, check out www.BuildSubmarines.com. Reach out to Tim, tfox@senedia.org, with any questions about this program or suggestions for other programming opportunities that could benefit the alliance.

Linda Larsen (Director of Education Outreach)

Linda is responsible for managing the SENEDIA postsecondary Engineering, IT/Cybersecurity, Business/Supply Chain and Veterans Internship Programs. Linda also serves as the industry liaison to the P-TECH (Pathways in Technology) Cybersecurity program and coordinates industry and career awareness events and outreach activities. If you are interested in bringing on an intern, learning more about the SENEDIA internship programs, or looking for information on how to participate in our education and outreach efforts, please contact Linda at llarsen@senedia.org.

Carolyn Finn (Program Analyst)

Carolyn is responsible for Member Management, provides program support to all of SENEDIA's efforts and is available to support SENEDIA members. If you have questions about your membership or the benefits of your membership (posting jobs, networking events, etc.), please contact Carolyn at cfinn@senedia.org.

SENEDIA Tech Talk: NUWC Division Newport Update on the Transition from the COVID Environment

Thursday, 1 July 2021, 3:00 – 4:30pm. Microsoft Teams Virtual Meeting

Register here: https://forms.office.com/r/ZX85Xk04PY

NUWC Division Newport Commanding Officer Capt. Chad Hennings and Technical Director Ron Vien will brief the contracting community on the NUWC Division Newport Update on Transitioning from the COVID Environment.

There will be a question and answer period – questions do need to be sent in advance to stephen.a.lamb1@navy.mil, no later than close of business 29 June 2021.

SENEDIA 18th Annual Golf Tournament

68 golfers turned out for SENEDIA's 18th Annual Golf Tournament at Montaup Country Club in Portsmouth, RI on Monday June 7th, a beautiful, sunny, day on the bay.

The SEACORP team of Alex Turner, Petra Perry, Al Fanning and Matt Juselis placed first with a total gross score of 65. iXblue Defense Systems Ted Curley, Dan Nugent, Paul Igo and Pat Moran placed 2nd; and McLaughlin Research Corporation's Vin Pinto, Domenic Gargano, Everett Santos and Romeo Velasc placed 3rd.

Thank you to all 17 foursomes who golfed and to the Montaup Country Club pro and club staff! Many thanks and deep appreciation to our generous tournament sponsors:

American Systems
Evans Capacitor Company
Sansiveri, Kimball & Co., LLP
Teledyne Marine

Save the date for our 19th Annual Golf Tournament to be held at Montaup Country Club in Portsmouth, RI on Monday, June 6, 2022.

Other Items of Interest

SENEDIA Tech Talk - Data Rights – The Basics and Latest

Crowell and Moring, a SENEDIA member, presented on the basics and latest of data rights pertaining to
the intellectual property of technical data and computer software in government contracting on 15 June 2021. The discussion covered the four types of IP licensing used in government contracting pertaining to technical data or computer software: unlimited use, restricted/limited use, government purpose rights, and specifically negotiated rights. Also covered in the discussion was the determination of the licensing type to be used, with a primary focus of the IP development, the government’s definition of development, proper IP markings and their importance, and other areas for consideration with government contracting regarding technical data and computer software intellectual property. Their presentation can be found here.

**Tech Collective Offers Certified Ethical Hacker Training**

The Tech Collective Certified Ethical Hacker training (18 Sept - 20 Nov) covers the most up-to-date techniques in the security field, including Foot Printing and Reconnaissance, Scanning Networks, Vulnerability Analysis, System Hacking, Social Engineering, Session Hijacking and Evading IDS, Firewalls, and Honeypots. For more information or to register for this training, visit Certified Ethical Hacker.

---

**SENEDIA is a catalyst for thought leadership and technical innovation in undersea technology, cybersecurity, and other critical defense technologies.**
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